We look forward to you joining the Illinois Grainger Engineering community and the Department of Physics. By choosing Grainger Engineering as your destination for an education in physics, you’re choosing to join a rich history of excellence in theoretical and experimental research, which has contributed directly to our fundamental understanding of the universe at all scales, and in innovations in teaching. Our graduates have gone on to top graduate programs in physics and other scientific disciplines, and to highly successful careers in the private sector as educators, technical analysts, software developers, financial analysts, and many more.

At Illinois, your next few years will be life changing—full of opportunities and experiences that will shape you into a great scientist. You’ll meet people from around the world and from all walks of life. You will accomplish things that some only dream of. You will be equipped to create the change you want to see in the world. And we the faculty and staff of Physics will be with you every step of the way to provide support and guidance so that you can discover your passion and successfully join the network of 80,000+ Grainger Engineering alumni around the world.

Learn more about the boundless opportunities that await you in Physics at Illinois, and we hope that you will accept your offer to join us in August!

SINCERELY,

YANN CHEMLA
Associate Head for Undergraduate Programs

To accept your offer and join Physics at Illinois, login to your myIllini account and follow the instructions provided for admitted students.

go.grainger.illinois.edu/accept
The physics program will give you the keys to a wide range of challenging and fulfilling careers. About forty-nine percent of our physics graduates continue their education in graduate school, and about thirty-five percent take positions in industry. Common career paths for physics students include: aerodynamicist, acoustical physicist, automotive engineer, astrophysicist, application engineer, biophysicist, computer engineer, computer system engineer, environmental analyst, environmental specialist, forensic scientist, fiber optic engineer, fluid physicist, geodesist, geophysicist, health physicist, lab technician, materials scientist, medical physicist, nuclear physicist, oceanographer, operations analyst, particle accelerator, project engineer, physicist, physiognomist, plasma physicist, process engineer, quality engineer, radiological laboratory director, research physicist, satellite data analyst, seismologist, solid Earth physicist, stratigrapher, systems engineer, technical analyst, and technical consultant.
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The average salary between 2019-20 for physics grads was reported as $80,167 with a median signing bonus of $10,000.

I am delighted to have a physics degree and am extremely pleased that it comes from the U of I! I am grateful to all the teachers, staff, students, etc., that have helped me get to where I am today.

- Clara Stelsel

Physics Graduate